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The physical and chemical properties of low-dimensional struc-
tures depend on their size and shape, and can be very different
from those of bulk matter. If such structures have at least one
dimension small enough that quantum-mechanical effects pre-
vail, their behaviour can be particularly interesting. In this way,
for example, magnetic nanostructures can be made from materials
that are non-magnetic in bulk1, catalytic activity can emerge from
traditionally inert elements such as gold2, and electronic behaviour
useful for device technology can be developed3,4. The controlled
fabrication of ordered metal and semiconductor nanostructures
at surfaces remains, however, a difficult challenge. Here we
describe the fabrication of highly ordered, two-dimensional
nanostructure arrays through nucleation of deposited metal
atoms on substrates with periodic patterns defined by disloca-
tions that form to relieve strain. The strain-relief patterns are
created spontaneouslywhen amonolayer or two of onematerial is
deposited on a substrate with a different lattice constant. Dis-
locations often repel adsorbed atoms diffusing over the surface,
and so they can serve as templates for the confined nucleation of
nanostructures from adatoms. We use this technique to prepare
ordered arrays of silver and iron nanostructures on metal
substrates.
Arbitrary atomic-scale structures can be assembled with the tip of
a scanning tunnelling microscope (STM), either through direct
displacement of adsorbed atoms5, or through tip-assisted decom-
position of chemical species6. The principal drawback of methods
based on scanning probes is their serial character. Approaches where
a large number of structures can be created in parallel are self-
organized growth—either in the kinetic7 or in the thermodynamic
regime8–10—and the controlled deposition of size-selected clusters
from the gas phase11. Whereas the latter technique produces
nanostructures of nearly uniform sizes on surfaces, the self-orga-
nized growth suffers from broad size distributions. In addition, both
methods yield largely uncorrelated spatial distributions caused by
the statistics of deposition and diffusion.
There have been several attempts to improve the spatial order in
nanostructure growth. The vertical correlation of island nucleation
in sequences of quantum dot and spacer layers yielded improved
lateral order12. Also, misfit dislocations have been used for nanoscale
structuring. Preferred nucleation of Ni at dislocations of the
Au(111) reconstruction resulted in ordered islands13; for this
system, the mechanism was identified as site-specific exchange, a
finding that strongly reduces the number of elements suitable for
this type of ordering14. Also in semiconductors, island accumulation
at dislocations has been reported15. However, there the bulk-like
dislocations were not mobile enough to order into periodic pat-
terns. Due to the attraction towards dislocations, islands were lined
up in one dimension but were not periodic in two dimensions.
In heteroepitaxial systems that show strain relief through dis-
locations, the dislocations quite often arrange into highly ordered
periodic patterns. This is due to mutual long-range repulsion and
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Figure 1STM imageof a periodic array of Fe islands nucleated on the dislocation
network of a Cu bilayer on Pt(111) at 250K.
400 Å
Figure 2 STM image of periodically ordered versus randomly nucleated islands
on a heterogeneous substrate. The islands were grown by deposition of 0.1ML
Ag at 110Konto a Pt(111) surface pre-covered by 1.5MLAg (1ML is one adsorbed
atom per substrate atom).
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high mobility of the dislocations located at the surface. These
surface dislocations are often strongly repulsive towards diffusing
adatoms. Here we show that this can be used to transfer the
dislocation periodicity through heterogeneous nucleation to
regular superlattices of almost mono-dispersed islands. We demon-
strate the feasibility of this self-organized growth method with Fe
islands on the second monolayer (ML) of Cu on a Pt(111) substrate
(Fig. 1), and with Ag nucleation on 2 ML of Ag on Pt(111) (Figs 2
and 3). The array of Fe quantum dots in Fig. 1 shows the unique
potential of the approach. The areal density of the Fe dots exceeds
the densities at present achieved by electron-beam lithography by
two orders of magnitude.
Random versus ordered nucleation are contrasted in the STM
image shown in Fig. 2. Quite regularly spaced islands coexist with a
part of the surface covered by randomly distributed islands. While
the latter show the broad distribution of island size (Fig. 3c) and
distance typically observed for nucleation on isotropic substrates,
the former appear to be placed on a periodic grid. This marked
difference is caused by the structure of the underlying substrate.
Before growing the Ag islands, the Pt(111) substrate was pre-
covered by 1.5 ML Ag such that the first and second monolayer
coexist. These two layers differ in structure. The lattice constant of
Ag is 4.3% larger than that of Pt. In the first monolayer, the Ag
atoms are coherently strained by this amount and form a pseudo-
morphic layer16. As this layer is homogeneous (and isotropic), one
observes random nucleation on top of it.
The second monolayer of Ag, on the other hand, forms a trigonal
network of dislocations in which the compressive strain is partially
relieved17. This network reveals a well established long-range order
(Fig. 3a). The dislocations mark transitions from face-centred cubic
(f.c.c.) to hexagonal close-packed (h.c.p.) stacking. Larger areas
with the energetically favoured f.c.c. stacking are achieved by
displacing one class of domain walls (Fig. 3a inset) relative to the
crossing point of the two others. The resulting unit cell has trigonal
symmetry and consists of a large quasi-hexagon (f.c.c.) and two
triangles with opposite orientation (h.c.p. stacking).
Nucleation of Ag onto this network at low temperature leads to a
high density of islands (Fig. 4), most of which are located away from
dislocations. This implies that dislocations are repulsive barriers
towards diffusing adatoms. At T ¼ 110 K, the island density
approaches a stationary value of exactly one island per network
unit cell (Fig. 3b). We note that all islands nucleate within the
distorted hexagons (Fig. 3d). This implies preferential binding to
f.c.c.-areas in agreement with theory18. Owing to this difference in
binding energy, atoms landing on h.c.p. triangles can diffuse into
the f.c.c. hexagons but not vice versa. The repulsive nature of the
dislocations and the attraction towards specific sites within the unit
cell are the key properties transferring the periodicity of the
dislocation network to a highly ordered two-dimensional island
superlattice.
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Figure 3 STM images showing the confined nucleation of adatom islands on a
dislocation network. a, STM image of the ordered (25 25) dislocation network
formed by the second Ag monolayer on Pt(111) on deposition at 400K and
subsequent annealing to 800K. The inset shows a model of this trigonal strain-
relief pattern. b, A superlattice of islands is formed on Ag deposition onto this
network at 110K (coverage Θ ¼ 0:10ML). Inset, the Fourier transform of the STM
image shows the high degree of order and the hexagonal symmetry of the
nanostructure array. c, Island size distributions for random and ordered nucleation
(curves, theory; dots, experiment). The curve for ordered nucleation is a binomial
fit. The curve labelled i ¼ 1 shows the size distribution from scaling theory for
random nucleation on an isotropic substrate. Size distributions were normalized
according to scaling theory (s is the island size in atoms, 〈S〉 its mean value, and














intracell Em = 84 meV
intercell Edl = 200 meV
1 island per (25x25) cell
Figure 4 Arrhenius plot of measured (dots) and simulated (curve) island
densities, nx, for nucleation of 0.1ML Ag on the dislocation network of Fig. 3a.
The experimental island densities clearly show two slopes separated by a
plateau with a density of one island per superstructure unit cell. The plateau is
less pronounced in the Monte Carlo simulations than in the experiment. In the
experiment, dislocations have a long-range repulsion towards adatoms, funnel-
ling them to the unit-cell centre where the islands are nucleating. We did not
attempt to simulate the complicated energy surface required to account for these
findings. The islands in the simulation are therefore randomly placed within the
unit cells; those located at the border sometimes overgrow a dislocation which
smears out the plateau.
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The ordered nucleation is accompanied by an enhanced size
uniformity (Fig. 3c). Atoms deposited onto a network unit cell stay
confined to this cell by the surrounding dislocations. As all atoms
arriving within one unit cell nucleate exactly one island there, the




p ¼ Θ, q ¼ 1Θ, k being the island size, n the size of the unit cell,
and Θ the coverage). For our case of p ¼ 0:1 and n ¼ 625, the
binomial distribution has a standard deviation of j ¼ ðq=npÞ1=2 ¼
0:12 (normalized as in Fig. 3c). Owing to the convolution of tip and
island shape there is a residual width explaining our larger experi-
mental value of j ¼ 0:20. This value represents an upper bound to
the real size distribution. We note that j is often given for island
diameters, where it is half the value of the island area distribution.
Therefore our size distributions compare favourably to state-of-the-
art results from self-organized quantum dots19.
Quantitative understanding of nucleation on the dislocation
network is achieved through analysis of the Arrhenius behaviour
of the saturation island density (Fig. 4). The system can be described
very well by a transition between two rate-limiting processes, the
intra-cell diffusion between adjacent lattice sites at low tempera-
tures, and the inter-cell diffusion across dislocations at high
temperatures. To analyse the slopes in Fig. 4 in terms of activation
energies for these diffusion processes, we performed kinetic Monte
Carlo simulations on a hexagonal lattice with a (25 25) super-
structure. For simplicity we did not distinguish between f.c.c. and
h.c.p. sites, so the unit cell was a simple rhombus. The free
parameters are the energy barriers for diffusion within (Em) and
across (Edl) the unit cells. The simulation clearly shows the transi-
tion between two slopes. It yields Em ¼ 84 8 meV for intra-cell
diffusion and Edl ¼ 200 30 meV for diffusion across dislocations.
The strong repulsion at dislocations explains the extended tem-
perature regime of ordered nucleation. These results are, to our
knowledge, the first quantitative measurements of diffusion on an
inhomogeneous substrate.
For our approach of confined nucleation to work, the disloca-
tions must arrange into periodic patterns, and they must be
repulsive for adatom diffusion. The first condition is met by
numerous heteroepitaxial systems. Besides the presented examples,
well ordered trigonal dislocation networks are found in a number of
epitaxial metal systems20 and in semiconductors, for example, for
surfactant-mediated growth of Ge on Si(111) (ref. 21). The require-
ment for dislocations to be repulsive is found to be met by many
metal systems where there is no exchange20. Also, moire´ struc-
tures22–24 could be appropriate for the present approach of self-
organization. Like dislocation patterns, they reveal periodic varia-
tions in adatom binding energy.
Our experiments describe a method to create almost monodis-
persed, equally spaced nanostructures through self-organization on
substrates with a periodic strain-relief pattern. The inhomogeneous
energy surface experienced by diffusing adatoms gives rise to
heterogeneous nucleation and growth at specific sites within the
superstructure, yielding well-ordered island superlattices. Our
method may be useful for the growth of quantum arrays, that is,
superlattices of nanostructures with size and period smaller than the
Fermi wavelength. 
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